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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Advancing a tradition started by Jerry Falwell in 1972, in 1996 Pastor Keenan Roberts of New 

Destiny Christian Center in Colorado began selling Hell House Outreach Kits to interested 

church groups. Since then, thousands of Hell Houses—morality plays depicting sinful behavior 

in an appropriation of the haunted house format--have been staged all over the country, many 

using Pastor Keenan's script. I purchased the script, and in January of 2009 staged “Interactive 

Hell House Spectacular” on the campus of New College of Florida. I combined Pastor Keenan's 

material with elements of Brecht's alienation effect in order to create a different spectacle from 

the one which Pastor Keenan prescribes. In Hell House Spectacular, the audience was 

encouraged to critically assess the issues rather than react purely emotionally. In the written 

portion of my thesis, I discuss the origins and functions of Hell Houses as an evangelical activist 

tool. I also discuss what it means for Hell House to be a theatrically effective medium.  

                            Nova Myhill and Chad Seales 

                            Humanities 
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Introduction 

I became interested in Hell Houses after viewing the documentary “Hell House” by 

George Ratliff, released in 2001. Ratliff's film was enormously popular, and brought Hell 

Houses—morality plays depicting sinful behavior and its consequences in the afterlife, all while 

directly urging spectators to convert—to public attention through its success at film festivals. 

Ratliff did a wonderful job of profiling the process of planning, rehearsing, and performing Hell 

House at Trinity Baptist Church in Cedar Hill, Texas. Interestingly, the film focuses on the lives 

and motivations of the performers and organizers, but not the show's audiences. While Ratliff's 

film thoroughly documents the lives of a group of evangelicals, it does not examine the effect 

that the show has upon the larger community. There are a couple of brief interviews with 

audience members as they wait in line to see the show, including a group of teenagers who 

dislike conservative evangelicalism and seem to be at the show on a lark. This is the film's only 

straightforward depiction of the potential of Hell Houses to further alienate people who are 

already unsympathetic to evangelicals.  

I am an atheist, and have been for several years. Since my transition from Catholicism to 

atheism, I have become only more interested in the impact of Christianity on American culture. 

Thus, I was delighted when Pastor Keenan Roberts of the New Destiny Christian Center of the 

Assemblies of God agreed (despite the academic nature of my interests) to sell me his Hell 

House Outreach Kit, which includes a script, soundtrack, DVD of a prior production, and 

outreach manual. “Hell House” is not a trademarked term exclusive to Pastor Keenan, and many 

different versions of the concept are performed. However, Pastor Keenan's version is very widely 
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performed; he has been selling his scripts to hundreds of interested churches and youth groups 

since 1996 (Pellegrini 915). In my research, I had the opportunity to visit one unaffiliated Hell 

House in Miami and a similar show entitled “Judgement House” in Clearwater, Florida, but did 

not have the opportunity to visit Pastor Keenan's show in Colorado. I refer to his show based on 

my viewing of his DVD, as well as the various notes in his script which indicate his desires. 

I want to emphasize that despite the concerns of some detractors, I did not bring Hell 

House to New College in order to mock the faithful or satirize their ideology. My motivations 

were multi fold. In the first chapter of my thesis, I wanted to determine (theoretically, due to lack 

of reliable data) whether or not Hell Houses “work” and if so, where and how. In my second 

chapter, I wanted to dissect Hell Houses as performances in order to find out what makes them 

effective theatrically. In the portion of my thesis that involved actually staging and presenting a 

Hell House to the New College community, I wanted to see if it was possible to remove the 

element of Hell House that makes it “work” theatrically in order to make the show serve an 

entirely different purpose from any other Hell House that has been staged: to urge the audience 

to critically and intellectually assess evangelical ideology, and the tactics that Hell House uses 

itself in order to convert spectators. I also hoped that spectators would consider the potential that 

theatre generally has to stimulate social change.  

I must also emphasize here that I understand that the evangelicals who create traditional 

Hell Houses are not representatives of evangelicals as a whole. There exists enormous plurality 

within the evangelical faith, and many strongly object to Pastor Keenan's message as well as his 

method of delivering it. In an interview, one Baptist Pastor objected to Hell Houses on the basis 
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that they might encourage the very behavior that they try to discourage: “They say, ‘we abhor 

this violent culture we live in’, but they present a program that is extremely violent. They say, 

‘we abhor the occult’, but they have a program that I think actually encourages interest in the 

occult” (“CNN Nightwatch,” CNN).  Another critique seems to be that Pastor Keenan focuses on 

the negative, without emphasizing the critical component of Christ's love. Ann Pellegrini 

similarly acknowledges the diversity of evangelicals' opinions, yet argues that “the religious 

sensibilities and styles of life that Hell Houses speak to and help to realize are shared across the 

wider evangelical world” (913). Thus, it is fair to speak of Hell Houses as an evangelical tool. I 

will expound on this issue in my first chapter. 

What most draws me to Hell House is the sense of overwhelming importance that the 

most dedicated organizers, actors, and crew must feel is associated with their task. These are 

usually amateur actors and designers, volunteers—and yet they might feel a sense of importance 

that rivals that of the most widely-recognized, skilled artists in the world who are competing for 

major awards and artistic recognition. The rewards of a successful Hell House are victories for 

the Kingdom of God--saved souls, afterlives of eternal bliss—rewards that make a Tony Award 

seem inconsequential!  

Ann Pellegrini, in her essay “Signaling Through the Flames: Hell Houses and Structures 

of Religious Feeling,” notes that the appeal of horror in most plays, movies, and amusement 

parks is the spectator's knowledge that the terror is “ephemeral, survivable” (913). She contrasts 

this notion of safe scares with those found in Hell Houses, noting that  
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Hell Houses are playing for keeps. They draw upon even as they move to recode 

experiences of ‘safety’ and ‘fear’, ‘reality’ and ‘unreality’, in the service of a 

fundamental spiritual transformation. They want their audiences to see the gruesome 

realities that await them if they do not live wisely: not just death in its pain and 

brutality…but everlasting damnation. The roller coaster eventually stops, but hell is for 

all eternity. (910) 

In the eyes of those who produce them, perhaps Hell Houses constitute the most 

important theatre in the world. They aim to transform the inner lives of the collective: actors, 

designers, organizers, and audience members. They try to induce, restore, and maintain feelings 

of faith and commitment to Christ. Yet they also aim to transform the behaviors of the collective. 

In the ideal Hell House model, a spectator would enter pregnant, godless, and planning an 

abortion. She would leave the show evangelical and resolved to give birth. She would go home 

and, in addition to spreading the Gospel, she would communicate the horrors of abortion to her 

friends and family. She would vote for politicians with strong anti-abortion stances. How often 

this happens—that is, whether or not Hell Houses are effective political theatre—cannot, at this 

time, be proved empirically. I argue in my first chapter that Hell Houses are ineffective at 

converting outsiders to evangelicalism. However, that does not undermine the magnitude of what 

Hell Houses are trying to do. They are trying to permanently transform the inner and outer lives 

of those who pass through them.  

This understanding of Hell Houses immediately led me to make a connection between 

Hell House and the work of Bertolt Brecht, the German figurehead of political theatre. My first 
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comparison of the two led me to nothing but differences. Brecht would have loathed Hell 

Houses' appeal to spectators' emotions. The Heaven Scene is intended to draw tears. The Hell 

Scene is calculated to draw gasps of terror. The Abortion Scene aims for revulsion at very 

specific moments. Perhaps even more so, Brecht would resent Hell Houses' endorsement of such 

specific ideology. Brecht's desire was to coldly present the facts of a situation to his audience and 

allow them to come to their own conclusions about whether what happened was right or wrong, 

sad or happy. In an interview in 1926, Brecht remarked: “I don't let my feelings intrude in my 

dramatic work. It'd give a false view of the world. I aim at an extremely classical, cold, highly 

intellectual style of performance. I'm not writing for the scum who want to have the cockles of 

their hearts warmed” (Willett 14). 

Hell House, as a theatrical device, relies on the warming of hearts, the sinking of 

stomachs, and the gritting of teeth—at specific moments. If, in a traditional Hell House, 

spectators feel their hearts warmed while Satan is talking about the joys of dope and ecstasy, 

then something has gone horribly wrong. Amusingly, the New College audience was obviously 

delighted by these points in Satan's monologue. I will argue later that this was a product of the 

liberal lens that this specific audience brought to the performance. But it was also a result of how 

the material was presented. I attempted to capture some of Brecht's techniques for alienating the 

audience from the material being presented in order to make it possible for the audience to 

intellectually asses the spectacle and react emotionally as they saw fit. I used placards, 

projections, and interjections to literally interrupt the action. I hoped that by introducing these 

Brechtian elements to Hell House, I would, in a sense, take the horror out of the spectacle.  
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To be succinct, I would remove the horror that the ideology of the script prescribes. 

Brecht was not opposed to emotional responses; he simply did not want to mandate them. 

Spectators were free to feel horrified, but not as a result of any attempt on my part to get a 

specific, uniform response at a particular moment. I hoped that making the spectacle interactive 

would lend further support to the Brechtian elements of the show. I titled the performance “An 

Interactive Hell House Spectacular” for these reasons. If the audience felt empowered to 

infiltrate and alter the spectacle, then perhaps the next step would be feeling empowered to alter 

the social circumstances being explored in the show. Propositions in support or opposition of gay 

marriage and abortion are constantly on the ballot and are persistent topics of public discourse. If 

spectators feel that these issues are important and have a strong point of view one way or 

another, they should act upon their impulses to do something about it. 

In rehearsals, not every decision was made in deliberate support of Brecht's theoretical 

model. Just as I wanted to appropriate the pre-existing architecture of College Hall, I wanted to 

take advantage of the often inconvenient circumstances that befell the rehearsal process. For 

instance, the actor who had agreed to play the sacrifice victim abruptly dropped out. Rather than 

cast another actor to play the unwitting audience member who is sucked into the world of the 

occult and sacrificed against her will, I decided to use a “real,” non-planted audience member. 

Actually, several actors dropped out before and during the rehearsal process. I decided to 

embrace the dwindling cast size. The use of a much smaller cast than Pastor Keenan suggests 

benefited the production in two important ways: it made rehearsals more intimate and 

manageable, and the doubling of roles helped to remind the audience of the theatrical, rehearsed 
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nature of the show. Happily, decisions made out of necessity or convenience often wound up 

supporting Brecht's model. 

The marriage of Brecht and Pastor Keenan's material makes sense. Although Pastor 

Keenan would disagree with Brecht about how it should be done, both would agree that theatre 

should be doing something aside from simply providing entertainment; transforming its 

spectators. In its attempts to transform not only the inner but the outer, behavioral lives of its 

collective, Hell Houses are apt examples of political theatre. What's more, Christian Smith points 

out that evangelicals tend to view themselves as at odds with the modern world. They see 

themselves as marginalized (121). Thus, Hell Houses should be understood as political theatre by 

a group which perceives itself as oppressed, and is attempting to incite revolution. Pellegrini 

asks: “Could Pastor Keenan and his flock be the face of theater's last true believers? Perhaps Hell 

House represents the last true avant-garde” (911). 

None of this implies that a Hell House performed for non-evangelical reasons—a secular 

Hell House--isn't driven by feelings of importance and other powerful motivations. No one 

stages a Hell House just “for the hell of it.” Maggie Rowe, producer of Hollywood Hell House, 

seemed to have a bone to pick with conservative evangelicals; she devoted considerable time and 

energy to satirizing their ideology in her show. Just like directors of traditional Hell Houses, she 

put her reputation on the line to do so.  

I argue that regardless of the theological accuracy of Hell House—that is, whether or not 

the hell it portrays is real—the potential of Hell House to impact its collective and the 

community within which it is located is very real. Hell Houses can impact not only the inner 
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lives of those who witness them, but outer behaviors as well—such as voting behaviors. The 

issues that Hell Houses usually explore—most notably abortion and gay marriage—are hot 

topics in American culture. Legislation passed in support or opposition of either of these 

practices affects the lives of millions of Americans, and shapes other cultures' perceptions of 

values and norms. George Ratliff probably chose to make Hell Houses the subject of his 

documentary with a similar understanding of their importance. I share evangelicals' 

understanding of the importance of Hell Houses, and hope that these performances continue to 

be recognized and evaluated by academics, artists, and secular society at large. 
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Chapter One 

I. Hell House as Evangelical Tool  

Religious pluralism not only thrives in the United States at large, but also within 

evangelical Christianity. The diversity of opinions within the evangelical community makes 

defining evangelicalism quite complicated. If evangelicalism cannot be succinctly defined, then 

can any particular piece of Christian outreach (such as Hell Houses) be considered distinctly 

evangelical? All controversy over definitions aside, Hell Houses are inextricably linked to 

evangelicalism. Whether one defines evangelicalism by specific Protestant denominations, self-

identification, or a cluster definition such as David Bebbington’s, Hell Houses neatly fit the bill. 

Self-identification is the most clear-cut method of identifying evangelicals; simply put, those 

who call themselves evangelical are evangelical. Pastor Keenan self identifies this way on his 

website, clearly carving out an evangelical identity for himself and his show (“Hell House 

Outreach,” New Destiny Christian Center).  

For those skeptical about the accuracy of self-identification, Bebbington offers another 

solution (3). His cluster definition of evangelicalism neatly coincides with the emphases of Hell 

House:  

Activism Hell Houses are activist tools. Pastor Keenan Roberts refers to his purchasable 

script and accompanying materials as "Hell House Outreach Kit."  

Conversionism Hell Houses emphasize the need for an individual to decide to convert by 

explicitly asking visitors to do so at the end of the tour. Volunteers are usually on hand to 
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help visitors pray for salvation. Churches can track the number of converts by handing 

out "commitment cards," on which visitors indicate whether they have decided to convert 

or reaffirm their faith. (I will further elaborate on the reliability of commitment cards 

later in this chapter.) 

Biblicalism Hell Houses emphasize the Bible as the strict word of God. The Bible is 

referenced as the origin for the lessons depicted in the scenes.  

Crucicentrism Christ's death on the cross receives emphasis in the final scene, in which 

Jesus appears and tells visitors how to avoid going to hell.  

 

II. Traditional Hell Houses versus Secular Hell Houses  

Hell Houses are morality plays which depict sinful behavior—such as abortions and 

suicides—and its consequences in the afterlife. The scenes are usually presented as vignettes in a 

walk-through format similar to that of ordinary haunted houses. As I observed at Youth 

ALIVE!’s Hell House in Miami, however, not all productions have a walk-through format. I will 

refer to Hell House as it was originally intended (that is, directed with the intention of converting 

or rededicating audience members as Christians) as "traditional" Hell House. Thousands of 

traditional Hell Houses have been produced since the 1970’s, largely facilitated by Pastor 

Keenan Roberts's publication of a Hell House script in 1996 (Pellegrini 915). Pastor Keenan's 

website lists the following topics and explanations for their inclusion in Hell House:  
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Homosexuality - No one is born gay. Genesis C1 V27 says that God created man in His 

own image. Homosexuality is sin and is not just an alternative lifestyle.  

Abortion - It is not merely a surgical procedure or the removal of a mass of tissue. It is 

the taking of a human life!  

Suicide - The solution to your problems and depression is not found through ending your 

life. Let Jesus carry you through those tough times and be the strength you are searching 

for.  

Drunk Driving - The false highs and constant lows of alcohol are never more sobering 

than when you realize that you are a killer.  

Satanism - The occult is very powerful and not something to toy with. Jesus Christ 

possesses the only power greater than the kingdom of darkness.  

Hell - Hell is not an eternal party place. It is the home of never-ending torment, anguish 

and permanent damnation and separation from God.  

Heaven - Heaven is the eternal reward for those whose names are written in the Book of 

Life. It is a place of exquisite beauty crowned by the presence of the Lord Jesus Christ 

and His holy angels. (“Hell House Outreach Kit,” New Destiny Christian Center) 

Prior to my production, there have been only two secular Hell House performances of 

which I am aware. By secular, I mean that the performance was staged for reasons other than to 

evangelize; for artistic or academic purposes, for example. In my categorizations of Hell Houses 
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I can refer only to the intentions of the director. The various effects that a Hell House can 

produce in its actors and audiences are complex and unmeasured. Regardless of the directors' 

intentions, it would be impossible to say that no audience or cast member was converted by a 

secular Hell House performance. It would also be impossible to say that no Christians became 

more secular because of a traditional Hell House performance. It would have been wonderful if 

the religiosity of the collective was measured before, during, and after the production of a Hell 

House of any sort; sadly, I am not so lucky. (By "collective" I refer to all cast, crew, and 

audience members.) 

Nevertheless, it would be reasonable to say that each secular Hell House performance 

probably attracted and re-affirmed the faith of at least some Christians. Similarly, I would not be 

surprised if traditional Hell Houses occasionally have a reverse effect, in which a Christian 

visitor, upset by what she sees, comes to identify less with her faith. Considering the tremendous 

amount of controversy Hell Houses generate even within Protestant circles, the possibility for 

this is likely. Also, since many non-evangelicals are likely to feel alienated by the severity of 

Hell House's messages, it may be further secularizing. The audience is such a crucial part of the 

actual performance that to say that any Hell House fits perfectly into the traditional or secular 

category is an oversimplification.  

There are definite patterns in the locations of evangelicals throughout the United States, 

so it is reasonable to surmise where traditional and secular Hell Houses are likely to be located. 

In American Evangelical Christianity: An Introduction, Mark Noll illustrates the geographical 

distribution of evangelicals; they are heavily located in the South and more sparsely in the 
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Northeast and on the West Coast (71). With this in mind, it is strikingly appropriate that the two 

secular Hell Houses have taken place in Los Angeles, California, and Brooklyn, New York. 

According to the Pew Forum, 26 % of US adults are affiliated with evangelicalism in the United 

States. In California, home of the Hollywood Hell House, the percentage of evangelical adults 

falls to 18%. In the state of New York, only 11% of adults identify as evangelical, providing a 

receptive environment for Les Frères’ secular Hell House production (“Geographical 

Distribution,” The Pew Forum).  

III. Judgement House versus Hell House 

“Judgement House” and “Hell House” are occasionally used interchangeably. The 

popular “Judgement House” is a company based in Clearwater, Florida. (Judgement House 

writers include the extra “e” because they “like the way it makes the word look”). The non-

denominational evangelicals behind the venture sell a variety of scripts and offer training, much 

as Hell House Ministries does. On their website, Judgement House, writers seek to define their 

show itself in opposition to Hell House at every opportunity. In their own words, 

Judgement House and Hell House are only similar in that they are both walk-through 

dramatic presentations in which a guide helps audience members follow the story or 

scene being shared. This is the only thing they have in common. The message of a 

Judgement House presentation is that a person must make a choice about what to do with 

God's offer of a saving and personal relationship with His Son Jesus Christ before their 

death. […] Judgement House does not deal with socially controversial issues and instead 

chooses to focus the entire presentation and in fact every scene, even Hell, on presenting 
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people with the opportunity to choose a saving and personal relationship with Jesus 

Christ.  

However, the walk-though format is simply not the only thing that both shows have in 

common. Both are evangelical. Both similarly depict heaven and hell. Furthermore, the claim 

that Judgement House isn’t involved in “socially controversial issues” assumes that there is 

nothing controversial about its depiction of hell and who can expect to go there. Judgement 

Houses have enough in common with Hell Houses to be included in this discussion. Often, there 

is overlap between the categories; the self-identified Hell House I visited in Miami had more in 

common with Judgement House than Pastor Keenan’s Hell House, given its emphasis on the 

protagonist’s personal relationship with Jesus and de-emphasis on actual behavior.  

IV. Secular Hell Houses 

Hollywood Hell House 

In 2004, comedian, actress, and Zen Buddhist Maggie Rowe launched Hollywood Hell 

House, a farcical interpretation of Pastor Keenan's script, featuring such well-known comedians 

as Bill Maher, David Cross, Patton Oswalt, Penn Gillette, and Sarah Silverman. The performance 

was staged in the Steve Allen Theater at the Center for Inquiry-West (CIW), a Los Angeles 

association whose mission is to "promote and defend reason, science, and freedom of inquiry in 

all areas of human endeavor" (Center for Inquiry-West). The CIW is a secular humanist 

organization that is highly critical of Christianity—particularly the fundamentalist brand of 

Christianity that produces traditional Hell Houses. The CIW is also home to groups such as 
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Spanish Speaking Atheists and the Secular Organizations for Sobriety, an alternative to the 

theistic Alcoholics Anonymous. Hollywood Hell House was staged in a designated atheistic 

space. For this reason and others, the likelihood that Hollywood Hell House converted non-

believers or attracted and reaffirmed the faith of believers is much less likely than that of Les 

Frères' production, which I will discuss next.  

A New York Times headline describes the event as “A Pastor-Inspired Project that's 

Anything but Evangelical”. Other descriptions maintain that the production was an obvious satire 

or a lampoon. Interestingly, in the aforementioned New York Times article Rowe maintains that 

her adherence to the script was faithful, and although she had to "carefully choose her words" in 

order to procure a script, her execution of it was straightforward. The message that Rowe wants 

to send to skeptical or angry evangelicals is, "We are doing your own script exactly. To the 

letter” (“Pastor-Inspired Project,” New York Times). 

Regardless, Roberts is emphatic in stating that Rowe lied to him about her identity and 

her purposes when she requested the script, falsely stating that she was involved with a Youth 

Group.  “I never lied," she said. "But I had to carefully choose my words”. When I discussed 

with Roberts my desire to purchase a script for non-evangelical reasons, he cited Hollywood Hell 

House as his cause for concern. He wanted to make sure that, unlike Rowe, I would respect 

rather than lampoon his material. 

Hollywood Hell House included basic Hell House fare including a teenager’s bloody 

abortion, a gang rape at a rave, a depiction of the occult, a funeral for a gay man who died of 

AIDS, and a rarely used school shooting scene reminiscent of the 1998 Columbine Massacre. 
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The penultimate scene was, as always, a monologue from Satan himself. The actors playing 

Satan alternated every other Saturday, as part of the generally rotating cast, yet the depiction of 

Satan was consistent. A YouTube video clip from Hollywood Hell House entitled “Selected 

Satans” shows that the actor playing Satan was always a well known comedian in a tuxedo, 

horns, and no makeup or mask. The actor’s immediate ability to be identified as a comedian was 

an important component of the farce itself. Comedians always try to be funny—not scary. 

Moreover, at some performances, cue cards containing Satan’s monologue were displayed on the 

wall. The cue cards reminded the spectator that Satan was a comedian—specifically, one who 

may not have much experience memorizing lines. In the final scene of Hollywood Hell House 

the audience was entreated to enjoy fruit punch as well as a game of "pin a sin on the Jesus”.  

Rowe’s insistence that Hollywood Hell House was a straightforward execution of Pastor 

Keenan’s script has struck some commentators, as well as Pastor Keenan himself, as 

disingenuous. Although Rowe used the provided dialogue, she used the context to treat it very 

lightly. Moreover, many of Rowe’s choices sent the explicit message that the script is simply 

funny. Although it certainly has humor written into it, if the script is entirely funny then it is not 

theologically relevant. It can be dismissed.  

Les Frères Corbusier  

One popular secular Hell House took place in Brooklyn, New York, in October of 2006. 

The performance took place in St. Ann's Warehouse, a home to many edgy shows, by the 

similarly edgy theater company Les Frères Corbusier (other shows by Les Frères include "A 

Very Merry Unauthorized Children's Scientology Pageant" and "Manifest Destiny: A Historical 
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Rock Spectacular"). Les Frères' production of Hell House received rave reviews, called 

"ingenious" by the New Yorker. The show included all of the basic Hell House scenes: funeral, 

suicide, abortion, and occult. It included an additional scene, tailored to the hipster Brooklyn 

crowd, in which a group of teenagers sit around in a coffee shop talking about The Onion, the 

popular satirical newspaper that circulates in New York City and other major metropolitan areas. 

A demon tour guide sweeps in and raves about the immorality of today’s youth. This inclusion is 

important because Pastor Keenan understands the need for his script to be tailored to a specific 

audience. If the audience cannot identify with the players, then Hell House loses a part of its 

essential power to convert.  

Le Frères’ Hell House marketed itself as an authentic depiction of a “real” Hell House. 

Ann Pellegrini points out the problematic usage of such language—how can one have an 

authentic representation? According to Pellegrini, a part of the show’s bid at authenticity 

involved using deliberately low-budget, gory special affects such as spurts of blood in the 

abortion scene (926). Using low-budget techniques was a way for the highly competent Les 

Frères to simulate what the experience of a Hell House would be at an amateurish church 

performance. She notes that the framing of the show was, despite its intentions, “coolly 

Brechtian” (928). It was not ironic in the sense that performers gave a direct wink to the 

audience. There was no way to detect the actors’ unbelief from their performances. Yet the show 

was carefully framed in its program material as an anthological insight into a separate culture. 

Nevertheless, Pastor Keenan was delighted with the way the show turned out. It did not lampoon 

the script (like Hollywood Hell House) nor did it make any undue deviations to the basic text.  
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It is important to remember here that Les Frères' Hell House was professionally directed 

and acted. They made absolutely no changes to Roberts's script. Thus, despite being a "secular" 

Hell House, it could have been expected to produce an even greater conversion rate than those 

acted by amateur volunteers. Unfortunately, there is no data to prove or disprove the case. 

However, I argue that Les Frères' production, despite being professionally composed into a 

terrifying piece of theater, was less likely to produce conversions than a traditional Hell House of 

amateurs. As I will discuss in the “place” section of my second chapter, the location of a Hell 

House matters greatly. Although not all Hell Houses are produced in churches, a Hell House 

staged in a church goes a long way towards stimulating conversions. On the other hand, St. Ann's 

Warehouse is located in the DUMBO (Down Under the Manhattan Bridge Overpass) district of 

Brooklyn, which is a popular artistic district. Moreover, New York City in general is known for 

its tolerance of the very kind of alternative lifestyles that Hell House condemns; it is a place that 

some evangelicals might perceive as blatantly hostile to their beliefs.  

The skill and talent of professional New York actors is rivaled by the commitment and 

intensity of the amateur actors who believe they have been entrusted with the critical task of 

saving souls. When visitors to a traditional Hell House witness the various scenes, they 

understand consciously that the actors believe fully in the material. They are not "just acting." On 

another, perhaps less conscious level, visitors acknowledge the incredible amount of time that 

these actors have invested in their production. All of the hours of work collectively dedicated to 

making the performance happen are a powerful testimonial to the strength of the performance's 

message. Strictness theory, which I will elaborate on later, would argue that these signs of 

difficulty and exclusivity make evangelicalism more attractive. Thus, in spite of the professional 
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quality of Les Frere's production as well as its faithful adherence to the script, it was less likely 

to produce conversions than a traditional low-budget, community-run Hell House.  

V. Hell Houses and Theories of Religious Vitality 

Why, in 1972, did Jerry Falwell begin the Hell House tradition by launching ScareMare 

at Liberty University? Why did Pastor Keenan decide to begin selling his script to other churches 

in 1996 (Pellegrini 915)? Putting potential personal motivations aside, it is possible to understand 

the social and political forces that spurred these instances of evangelical activism using status 

discontent theory. The theory seeks to explain religious activism as a response to the group’s 

perception that their position in society is in danger. In the words of Christian Smith, 

Status discontent theory would suggest that religious identities become more salient, 

religious commitments more firm, religious practices more consistent, and religious 

resources more easily mobilized for activism the more a religious group feels a threat to 

the social status that it previously enjoyed. (70) 

Mark Noll points out that the 1970’s contained much tumult for evangelicals; court 

rulings dealing with abortion and prayer in public schools were perceived by evangelicals as 

direct attacks (22). It is easy to understand the concern of evangelicals such as Falwell, 

frightened by a perceived oncoming wave of left-wing influence. ScareMare was a fresh way to 

reach out to wayward, thrill-seeking college students in the 1970‘s.  

Noll continues to point out another wave of influence three decades later: the media. The 

1990’s found a generation saturated with television and film, and the consequent onslaught of 
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visuals. Evangelicals followed suit, finding a new emphasis on visuals, away from merely 

spoken sermons (24). Hell House, with its phantasmagoria of bloody gore, is a superior way to 

access youth in a TV-saturated culture. Evangelicalism has clearly managed to evolve and adapt 

to meet the new needs of the masses. 

In his script, Pastor Keenan clearly does not attempt to turn a phrase a la Jonathan 

Edwards. Conversion is not likely to be a result of Pastor Keenan’s self-consciously silly 

dialogue (“Blood! It does a body good!”). What is said is hardly important at all. What is 

important is the ability of Hell House to present gory tableaus that evoke visceral emotional 

reactions. Hell House’s capacity to evoke these reactions, which sometimes leads to conversion, 

is not just a result of the gory tableaus, but it is a result a social aspect of the performance itself. 

That is to say, the social aspect of what it means to be an audience member, who is at once 

looked upon by fellow audience members as well as the actors in performance. I will elaborate 

on this, however, in the second chapter.  

Christian Smith argues that evangelical outreach strategies generally tend to alienate, 

rather than convert, their targeted audience. However, these same alienating strategies tend to 

help solidify the commitment of the evangelicals who participate in them. Ironically, “in their 

efforts to play a decisive role in the world by bringing about the new creation, evangelicals often 

employ sub cultural tools which may work to build sub cultural identity but which paradoxically 

can also prove in the end to limit significantly their own effectiveness in social change” (44). 

Following this model, I will argue that Hell Houses “work” in the sense that they are very 

effective in reaffirming the faith of actors, designers, and other active members of the collective. 
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Visitors who already share similar beliefs to those expressed in Hell House are also likely be 

rededicated. Simultaneously, Hell Houses further alienate visitors who consider themselves 

outsiders to evangelical beliefs.  

Hell Houses are physically and emotionally demanding performances for the entire 

collective. They make greater demands of actors, directors, and audience members than other 

forms of theater. It is this inherent difficulty that should, theoretically, make them effective in re-

affirming faith. Strictness theory provides the following model for assessing Hell House’s 

effectiveness: 

Strict religions are able to provide their adherents rich meaning…precisely because they 

are demanding. They demand an absolutism about aim, beliefs, and explanations of life; 

high levels of conformity; and fanaticism in communications with outsiders. These, in 

turn, produce high levels of commitment (total solidarity and willingness to sacrifice for 

the group), discipline (willingness to obey leaders and accept discipline), and missionary 

zeal (eagerness to spread the faith). (70) 

Indeed, Hell House actors and directors display nothing if not commitment, discipline, 

and missionary zeal. Church volunteers who participate in the production of a Hell House are not 

simply being spoken to from a pulpit. They are actively engaged, committing time as well as 

emotional and physical energy to their project. Furthermore, it is no small task for these actors to 

put their faces to such an incendiary cause. They know that their positions are very controversial. 

In their perception, they are placing themselves in direct opposition with the hostile and 

oppressive secular world at large. Thus, Hell House actors are risking their reputations and 
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positions in the secular community by publicly proclaiming their stance on controversial issues. 

In many ways actors and organizers are engaging in a way that validates their interests. Visitors 

are witnessing a powerful testimony, not only in the explicit messages themselves, but in the 

implicit devotion of the actors and organizers.  

Smith also argues that the biggest obstacle that evangelicals face is the limits of the 

“personal influence strategy,” which is the focus on literally changing the world one person at a 

time (187). If this is true, then Hell House represents a step up from the personal influence 

strategy in the sense that it reaches huge numbers of people. Not only do thousands of people 

visit Hell Houses each year, but media coverage of the events extends their influence even 

further. Thus, Hell Houses are not hampered by being overly relationist.  

Although Hell House overcomes the limitations of the personal influence strategy, it still 

faces (and ultimately does not conquer) the problem of leaving negative impressions on 

outsiders. Smith points out that it is the very traits on which evangelicals pride themselves that 

seem to turn off those they are attempting to convert:  

Evangelicals may be "out there" evangelizing. But when they do, they are not leaving 

particularly good impressions on those they are proselytizing. This suggests that 

evangelicals have a real problem knowing how to communicate their message in a 

manner that will be well-received; or perhaps rather that the character of the evangelical 

message itself, influenced as it is by important features of the evangelical subculture, 

tends to be alienating. (44) 
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VI. Calvary Baptist Church’s Judgement House 

Although Judgement House writers wildly understate the similarities between their shows 

and Pastor Keenan’s, I would nevertheless agree with them that the differences are notable. 

Pastor Keenan’s Hell House’s most salient message is that if you do certain immoral things—

such as have an abortion, gay sex, or commit suicide—then you are going to hell. The show 

seems to imply that the way to get to heaven is to simply refrain from sinful behavior. The main 

message of Judgement House, contrarily, is that the things you do—go to church or not, have an 

abortion or not, commit murder or not—actually have no consequence in terms of whether or not 

you get to heaven. It is your “personal relationship with Jesus” that determines your afterlife. 

Indeed, Judgement House uses the phrase “personal relationship with Jesus” quite liberally. 

Nowhere in Pastor Keenan’s script is the phrase mentioned. Of course, Pastor Keenan, like the 

Judgement House creators, is evangelical, and certainly believes in the necessity of a personal 

relationship with Jesus. Nevertheless, he chooses not emphasize it in his play. 

While attracting hundreds of bustling, eager visitors, the Judgement House I visited 

Halloween of 2008 was very elegantly coordinated. It took place at Calvary Baptist High School 

in Clearwater, Florida. Upon walking into the school’s gymnasium, visitors filled out cards with 

names and addresses. Later, actors in the show would use these to actually address audience 

members by their names.  

There was plenty of time for anticipation and anxiety to build—I waited about an hour 

before actually beginning the tour. Our tour guide was not a demon. She was simply a soft 

spoken elderly lady with a fistful of index cards from which to read. She told us that no talking 
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or laughing was allowed—not even between scenes, when we were traveling up and down stairs 

and through hallways. I will discuss the importance of this rule in the next chapter. She held an 

old-fashioned hourglass the entire time, reminding us that our lives are continuously dwindling 

away, bringing us ever closer to death. This was the overall theme of this particular Judgement 

House, called “59 Minutes.” 

The story chronicles the last hour of four people’s lives, and the various opportunities 

they have to accept Christ. We are introduced to an all-American family. Mom and kids love 

going to church, but Dad, a lawyer, is just too busy to go consistently. Nevertheless, he donates 

money to church organizations, and he assures his worried wife that he does indeed have a good 

relationship with Jesus—really! Little does his wife know that as she leaves to go for church that 

morning, she will never see her husband again because he is going to spontaneously die of a 

heart attack and go to hell. Even though he thought he had a relationship with Jesus, it was 

insubstantial. Weeping beside his body, his wife confides to her pastor that she suspects her late 

husband did not really have a personal relationship with Jesus and must, therefore, be rotting in 

hell. The pastor assures her that there’s nothing to be done about it now, and that she should 

focus on her future. 

We also meet Jessica, Dave, and Jim. The three are teenagers in John’s community. Jim 

is hostile to his mother and her religion—despite his mother’s pleas, he refuses to attend church. 

He has no father figure, and he is bitter because of it. Dave is a devout Christian, and he explains 

to Jessica why she needs to have a personal relationship with Jesus. He quells her fears that 

Christianity is boring or oppressive. She is saved, and she agrees to meet Dave at a youth group 
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meeting later that evening. For reasons unknown, Jim shows up at the youth group meeting too 

and he brings a gun. He shoots and kills Jessica, Dave, and himself.  

Next is the crucial Judgment Scene. This is the first phase of the show in which the 

audience is forced to contemplate their own salvation. We, the audience, are ushered into a big 

white room. In the center of this room is an old man with a white beard and robe, holding a 

massive book. To his left is an entrance, lit red and smoky. To his right is another entrance, 

golden and inviting. The old man calls Jessica’s name. She emerges out of the audience to face 

him. He explains that since (in a stroke of good timing) she accepted Jesus before she died, she 

gets to go to heaven. So does Dave, the fellow who reached out to her. Jim, of course, goes to 

hell—not because he arbitrarily gunned down two of his classmates, but because he didn’t have a 

personal relationship with Jesus. John also goes to hell, much to his disbelief and indignation. He 

tries to argue his way out of it with legal jargon, but his lack of a strong personal relationship 

with Jesus is simply damning. 

By now, all of the dead characters have gone to heaven or hell. That is why I become 

extremely nervous when the bearded man continues to address us, stating that we should come 

forward and face our fate when he calls our names. At this point, I remember that we have 

written our names down on index cards, and sure enough, he calls the names of the people in the 

audience. We dutifully step forward, and mercifully, that’s where it ends—he does not evaluate 

the contents of our souls. This is a deliberate anxiety-producing tactic which, by blurring the line 

between spectator and performer, makes spectators self conscious. 
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The transition from judgment to hell is abrupt, as are all of the other transitions in the 

show. The tour guide simply opens the door and tells us to follow her to the next scene, which 

happens to be hell. The hell scene is remarkably similar to that of Pastor Keenan’s Hell House: 

red lights, fog machines, strobe lights, and claustrophobic space are used to disorient and 

frighten visitors. Black cloaked demons cackle and mock hell-dwellers as well as audience 

members. Before walking into the hell scene, a pre-teen boy leans over to his companion and 

whispers, “This is my favorite scene!” Of course it is; as I’m sure it was for many of the giddy 

adolescents who went to Judgement House on that Friday night, eager to “display normally 

hidden parts” of themselves (Schechner 300). 

The Heaven Scene is jubilant and expertly orchestrated. As we enter the scene, angels 

drape white capes over our shoulders to represent the new bodies we obtain in heaven. Angels 

play harps and sing. Jesus emerges and welcomes us to heaven. This actor is a stunning likeness 

to traditional depictions of Jesus, and clearly very committed to his role. Eventually, he comes 

forward using a tactic much like the one in the judgment scene, which is very anxiety-producing 

for anyone who may be having doubts about her commitment to Jesus. He gently put his hands 

on the shoulders of every single audience member, stares sweetly into her eyes, and says 

something like: “I love you so much, and I’m so happy to see you here.” “Thank you for loving 

me. Welcome to heaven.” Audience members weep and sniffle, and they watch one another 

weep and sniffle.  

We are ushered into a classroom where another man thanks us for coming. He invites us 

to bow our heads while he leads the salvation prayer. He asks if it is anyone’s first time saying 
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the prayer—several people stand and are led into an adjacent room for further prayers. Similarly, 

people who want to rededicate themselves to Jesus leave the room. This is the third and final 

direct appeal to individual audience members. By now, only a handful remain—my companion 

and I, and about four other people. We look at each other awkwardly. Are we still there because 

we are rejecting Christianity, or because we are so confident in our relationships with Jesus that 

we simply do not need to rededicate? Refusing Christianity is sinful—but then, so is being too 

sure, too arrogant. For me and the other stragglers, it is not looking good. 

VII. YouthALIVE!’s Hell House 

            I visited my first self-described Hell House on November 2, 2008 in Miami, Florida. To 

my surprise the performance was held at what is typically a secular space—a public high school. 

All of the show’s advertisements, including a short promotional video, featured the expected 

Hell House graphics, and I expected to see a performance of Pastor Keenan’s script—or if not, 

one very similar. The affair was produced by a non-profit group called YouthALIVE!, which 

according to its website primarily aims to reduce youth violence in urban areas. 

This was a seated performance that took place in the school’s auditorium. Several black-

robed ushers sat the crowd. Christian rock blared. Finally the lights dimmed and a male voice 

replaced the music. He stated a number of statistics illustrating the depravity of Miami’s youth—

statistics about drug use, abortions, and gang participation. By doing this, he framed this 

particular Hell House in Miami culture. This emphasis on statistics, which would be repeated at 

the end of the performance, was interesting considering the fact that the show’s primary message 

was that your behaviors on earth ultimately have nothing to do with whether or not you will wind 
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up in heaven. Thus, the show’s emphasis on inner life was framed by an emphasis on behavior. 

The contrast between these emphases was confusing, and perhaps indicative of larger difficulties 

faced by YouthALIVE!. On one hand, they are sponsoring an explicitly evangelical 

performance—on the other hand, they claim to be mainly involved in anti-violence outreach 

(“Teens on Target,” YouthALIVE!). 

Another man, some kind of youth leader, took the stage to introduce Hell House and hype 

up the audience as if we were about to witness a regional basketball tournament (“Are you ready 

for Hell House?” [Cheers.] “I can’t hear you!” [Louder cheers.] “Where are the Puerto Ricans?” 

[Louder cheers.] “Dominicans?” [More cheers.] “Do we have any Cubans in the house?!” 

[Uproar.] “What about the gringos?” [Slight pattering of applause, some teasing and booing.]) 

Easily 95 percent of the audience consisted of people of color. Similarly, the entire cast of 

principal actors was Hispanic. Only two actors were obviously white—the ones playing Jesus 

and his angel. (If the audience later found this strange or problematic, they certainly did not show 

it. When Jesus and the angel emerged, the crowd cheered.) 

The narrative begins, featuring two teenagers: Jane, a naïve beauty, and John, her slick, 

worldly suitor. The story proceeds with scenes of Jane drinking and cavorting with John. At this 

point, I’m starting to get worried. Not for Jane’s welfare—but whether or not I just drove four 

hours to Miami and paid ten dollars to see a hackneyed after-school special. Other than a brief 

mention of God early on, a good half hour of action has taken place with absolutely no 

resemblance to any Hell House I’ve ever heard of. When debauchery takes place, there are no 

demons nearby—or anywhere, in fact.  
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It is not until John comes home to find his father strangling his drunk, drugged mother 

that the play starts to actually feel somewhat like a Hell House. John retreats to his bedroom, and 

Jane enters and tries to talk to him about her new relationship with God. She no longer wants to 

have sex. John is unfazed, and a black-hooded demon appears. The demon says nothing, and 

does little more than lurk in the background making vague gestures throughout the scene.  

Finally Jane confesses: She’s pregnant. She asks what they are going to do. He reels, 

“What are we gonna do? What are you gonna do!” The demon gives John a gun, which he flails 

around and points at Jane; she cowers on the bed. At the peak of all this frenzy, loud (secular) 

rock music starts to play (it’s the notoriously angsty Linkin Park). The lights go out, the gun is 

fired, and when the lights come back on we see John collapsed on the floor. The latter part of this 

scene is extremely similar to the suicide scene in Pastor Keenan’s script. Guns provided by 

demons, loud rock music, angst over women, and a neglectful father are all emphasized as the 

ingredients in a teen’s suicide. 

Jane, frazzled by John’s death, decides to have an abortion. The Abortion Scene is also 

very similar to that in Pastor Keenan’s Hell House. The doctor and nurse are cold and insensitive 

to Jane’s emotions. The scene not only remarks upon the callousness but the inexperience of 

abortion providers. Immediately before the scene, we see a conversation between the doctor and 

a new assistant. As the doctor dispassionately pulls on her gloves, she tells her assistant that she 

will try to “make it quick” because she doesn’t want to burn the assistant out on her first day.  

Jane writhes, screams, and cries out that she’s in pain. She screams that the doctors lied 

and told her she would not feel anything. Perhaps taking a cue from Pastor Keenan’s script, the 
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doctor pulls globs of bloody meat from between Jane’s legs and places them in a bowl, which a 

nurse holds over Jane’s abdomen for the audience to see. Jane cries out that she’s changed her 

mind and she wants her baby. She abruptly dies. The doctor attempts CPR for about five 

seconds, and then declares Jane dead for a reason which is never disclosed. The new assistant 

falls to her knees, repenting for having participated in the abortion gone wrong. This shocking 

addition to the classic Abortion Scene takes Pastor Keenan’s concept a step further by implying 

that there is a significant risk of the patient’s death associated with abortions.  

The next scene is a Judgment Scene extremely visually similar to the one I saw in 

Judgement House. This is an unusual addition for a performance which dubs itself “Hell 

House”—Hell Houses typically skip the judgment and send people straight to heaven or hell. 

The interpretation of “judgment” is astonishingly literal. The stage is all white. A demon stands 

stage right, while Jesus stands stage left. Jane stumbles down to center stage looking around in 

awe. A booming male voice comes over the speakers and asks Jane who she is. The voice 

continues: “Prosecutor! Make your case.” The demon steps forward and presents her “evidence,” 

citing all of the sins that Jane has ever committed in her life. She rebelled against her mother, 

murdered her baby—that sort of thing. The Voice asks “the defense” to make his case. Jesus 

steps forward and gently looks into Jane’s eyes, and says that He knows Jane—Jane has Him in 

her heart. At that point a blonde angel perhaps 10 years old, emerges from stage left and takes 

tearful Jane by the hand, leading her into heaven. The audience hoots and applauds wildly, 

delighted.  
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Two more characters emerge to face their judgment. One is a completely peripheral 

character who we saw sitting next to Jane at church. She is sent to hell despite her endless 

proselytizing and charity work because she did not really have Jesus in her heart. How or why 

this character died is not mentioned, and ultimately unimportant. The third is, of course, John. 

The prosecution makes her case easily. Jesus rejects him. He goes to hell. 

For the Hell Scene, the production employs red lighting, fog machines, and a single 

silent, unmoving demon—nothing else. It is highly minimalistic, lacking tormented screams or 

hell dwellers. John stumbles on stage, choking, coughing, gasping and gawking. At one point he 

leaves the stage to mingle with the audience, pleading with us to warn all of his friends and 

family that “hell is real.”  

Then the lights go out. John disappears, and the play ends on this morose note. There is 

no jubilant Heaven Scene. There isn’t even a curtain call. The house lights come on and the 

actors somberly file back on stage to recite more statistics about teen drinking and drug use. The 

audience is invited to participate in the salvation prayer, which the youth leader leads from on 

stage. This scenario—hundreds of people being asked to say the salvation prayer together—

makes the experience more collective and less individual. A light is literally shined on the 

audience, and spectators abruptly find themselves in the position of performing for one another 

as well as the actors facing them onstage. It would be an understatement to say that the audience 

is an important component of the final scene of a Hell House. As I will discuss in the next 

chapter, the audience is the final scene. 
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Chapter Two 

I. Distance 

Distance in Traditional Hell House 

Pastor Keenan's online description of one of his optional purchasable scenes, entitled 

“Gay Wedding Scene Package,” offers a startling example of his need to create distance between 

his actors and their roles: 

This energetic scene will give you another powerful weapon in your arsenal against the 

homosexual stronghold and the born-gay deception. The demon tour guide conducts the 

ceremony that actually involves a young married couple. (The wife dons masculine 

make-up for the necessary male look.) The tour guide pronounces them “husband and 

husband”. Then the scene utilizes a time warp to move several years into the future with 

one of the partners dying of AIDS as demon imps swarm into a hospital room. This 

package comes with the originally produced rock-n-roll wedding march CD, the air of 

evil background music CD and the death drum track also on compact disc. (“Gay 

Wedding Scene Package,” New Destiny Christian Center) 

Here Pastor Keenan is creating layers of distance between the actors and their roles. 

Actors must be heterosexual and married. The wife “dons masculine make-up for the necessary 

male look”. (Unfortunately Pastor Keenan does not indicate what “masculine make-up” looks 

like.) To have two men kissing on stage, even for the purpose of showing how evil the behavior 

is, would be unacceptable; it is the behavior, not the attitude that makes one “gay.” Ann 
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Pellegrini notes Pastor Keenan's concern about life imitating art in this scene and others; the 

concern is that “playing” gay could turn an actor “really” gay (922). This nicely aligns with the 

theology of Pastor Keenan's Hell House, which downplays the importance of inner spiritual life 

while emphasizing the importance of behavior. For Pastor Keenan and others who direct 

traditional Hell Houses, the issue of how to keep a safe distance between young, impressionable 

actors and their roles is an important one. How can actors enact sinful behavior while avoiding 

committing sin? In the traditional Hell House model, playing the part of a suicidal partier is 

intended to make the actor feel less inclined to kill herself—not more. By adopting the external 

behavior of sinners, actors are risking the sanctity of their internal lives. 

In his collection of essays Between Theater and Anthropology, Richard Schechner 

discusses the importance of building and maintaining the “play” frame (300). It is by terming the 

action “play” that evangelical actors can get away with all kinds of forbidden behaviors. 

Conversely, without the play frame, the pretend can become the real. The ability of young 

evangelical actors to perform in a Hell House hinges on the construction and careful maintenance 

of the play frame.  

Intensity, passion, concentration, commitment: these are all part of the play mood. But 

this alone is not what makes play play. There is also the quality of acting out, of 

becoming another, of displaying a normally hidden part of yourself—and of becoming 

this other without worrying about consequences. Play implies getting away with it. […] 

Nips are “pretend” bites, and even if they hurt they are forgiven (usually) if framed in 
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play. But even these pretend bites remind us that nips are a “kind of” bite and can, if the 

play frame is destroyed, become “real” biting. (Schechner 300) 

Indeed, a heterosexual married kiss in which the woman is dressed as a man is a “kind of” 

gay kiss. If the frame drops for even a moment, a “pretend” kiss can become a “real” one; in 

which case, Pastor Keenan would be urging the very behavior that he is trying to discourage. In 

this sense he walks a very delicate line, particularly in the case of the Human Sacrifice Scene. 

There is very little in the script to keep a distance between the actors--as they chant “God is 

dead” and “Satan lives”--and their roles (Roberts 265). All that exists to maintain such a distance 

is the idea that this is a play-ritual—not a real one. In his script, Pastor Keenan suggests that 

actors might choose to loudly pray to God, given that the audience won't know the difference 

amid the hysteria anyway (263). This would be an effective way to prevent actors from 

identifying with their roles, but Pastor Keenan by no means requires it. For audience as well as 

actors, the human sacrifice scene might pique interest in the occult while outwardly discouraging 

it.  

It is easy to apply Schechner's concept of “displaying a normally hidden part” of one's self 

(300) to the traditional Hell House model. Evangelical teens may feel stifled, unable to act out 

their “sinful” urges. Acting in Hell House, however, they have a church-condoned outlet for 

exploring their desires. George Ratliff's 2001 documentary explores this concept. At one point, 

an interviewer asks a group of evangelical teens which scene in Hell House is the best. They 

enthusiastically respond that their favorite is the rave scene—because “you get to dance.” Of 

course, this would only be a novel concept if dancing wasn't ordinarily an option. 
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Paradoxically, while Pastor Keenan strives to create distance between actors and their 

roles, he aims for as little distance as possible between the audience and the characters. He wants 

his audience to identify with the personalities on stage. Spectators must recognize their own 

sinful behavior as it plays out in front of them, and feel that the disasters that befall those on 

stage similarly await them if they do not right themselves. The play's effectiveness hinges on the 

audience's ability to feel like the scenarios on stage are relevant to their lives, and the ability to 

identify with the travails of the sinners is an important component of that. In Calvary Baptist 

Church's Judgement House, Jennifer voices her concern that if she dedicates her life to Christ, 

she will suddenly become boring and stifled. Dave explains to her why this is not the case—in 

fact, the precise opposite is true. In this scene, Dave is speaking to young people in the audience 

who identify with Jennifer and are hesitant to convert for fear of becoming uncool. Later that 

afternoon when Jennifer is abruptly murdered, spectators have a moment of recognition; “That 

could be me! I'd better say the Lord's prayer before I suddenly die, like Jennifer did.” 

Distance in Hell House Spectacular 

Brecht notes that “the A-effect was achieved in the German epic theater not only by the 

actor, but also by the music (choruses, songs) and the setting (placards, film etc.). It was 

principally designed to historicize the incidents portrayed” (96). That is to say, every aspect of 

the spectacle can contribute to—or detract from—the alienation affect. Actors are only one agent 

in alienating the audience—the set holds the same possibilities.  

Placards stating the title of the scene were my first and foremost alienation tactic. Having 

the title of the scene juxtaposed alongside the action makes the “rehearsedness” of the spectacle 
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unavoidable. On this issue specifically, Brecht says that “the screens on which the titles of each 

scene are projected are a primitive attempt at literarizing the theatre” (43). Projections work on a 

similar level. They were only feasible in three scenes—the Funeral, the Teen Suicide, and 

Heaven. The Funeral and Teen Suicide Scenes were also the ones that needed them most because 

they held the most naturalistic settings. Projections, usually bearing clips of interviews with 

Pastor Keenan, were projected alongside the action to offset potential naturalism. These 

projections and placards were my most blatant—or to use Brecht’s word, primitive—attempts at 

alienating the audience via set.  

Spaces in and of themselves have the potential to contribute to the alienation effect. As I 

discuss later, the different spaces that the show used carried their own specific social 

vocabularies. The bay front is a place for socialization and relaxation, and the living room is a 

space that one must pass through on the way to classes. The Funeral Scene, which took place in 

the living room, was the most naturalistic. Its setting in College Hall was perfectly suited to an 

actual funeral. Chairs, tables, and the casket were arranged as they would be for a “real” event. 

The second scene, the Teen Suicide, was less naturalistic but still verging on realism. It took 

place in the Music Room with minimal props—simply a mattress on the floor to designate 

“bedroom”. Neither of these locations, paired with the action of the scene, offered an inherent 

contribution to the A-effect. Both of these locations, especially the first, could have been used to 

offer the audience the voyeuristic “slice of life” effect endorsed by mainstream naturalist theater. 

However, both of these scenes, unlike all subsequent, had projections intended to alienate the 

audience. The third scene—the Abortion—took place on the bay front, under an eerie greenish 

fluorescent light. It was the first scene without projections, and arguably the most visceral and 
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disgusting. However, the scene's location on the bay front provided an innate alienation. It was 

impossible not to look at the abortion “strangely.” 

My role was to counter, and at times contradict, the Demon Tour Guide. In this way I 

intended to alienate the audience from the horror of the demon tour guide when no other 

means—such as projections--were available. I often addressed the Demon Tour Guide as 

“Jeremy,” the name of the actor who played him. Interestingly, at one point after referencing him 

this way, an audience member protested: “Demon! Call him ‘demon’! You're ruining it for me.” 

Presumably, by “ruining it” she meant that I was reminding her that he was not a demon at all, 

but an actor—a friend of hers, at that. I consistently stood adjacent to the action—basically on 

stage—so that I could be seen at all times. Oftentimes, I simply watched the show as any other 

spectator would, freely reacting to the action with grimaces, laughter, or any other response. I 

also measured the audience's reaction to the events, at times making eye contact with audience 

members. I also occasionally interrupted the action to provide commentary or ask questions of 

the audience. 

II. Place 

Site Specificity and Traditional Hell House 

Traditional Hell Houses are excellent examples of site specific performance. Although 

they are not always staged in a church (as my visit to YouthALIVE!'s Hell House proved), Pastor 

Keenan's Hell House is written to be performed in a church. He specifies that the funeral scene 

should take place in the worship center so that the Demon Tour Guide can ascend from a special 
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hole built into the pulpit. In his script, he also takes care to note that his show is adaptable to a 

variety of budgets and locations, and staging in a church is not necessary (Roberts 198).  

My preliminary definition of a traditional Hell House necessitated that it be staged in a 

church—I modified my definition after visiting the Miami production. I would argue, however, 

that Hell House's placement in a church, while not necessary, is probably helpful toward 

stimulating conversions by reminding spectators of the place within the community that they can 

expect to routinely return, should they (at least outwardly) accept Christ.  

Site Specificity and Hell House Spectacular 

Gay McAuley warns that “it is true that not all performance that claims to be site-specific 

is so; the term site-specific is frequently used rather loosely to refer to performance occurring in 

any non-traditional space” (601). Thus I should use caution before stating that Hell House 

Spectacular was a site-specific performance simply due to its use of non-traditional space. 

McAuley ultimately defers to Tom Pearson's definition of site specific performance as “the latest 

occupation of a location where other occupations are still apparent and cognitively active. It is 

conceived for, and conditioned by, the particulars of such spaces: it then re-contextualizes them. 

It is inseparable from its site, the only context within which it is intelligible” (qtd. in McAuley 

602). 

Certainly, the locations that Hell House Spectacular occupied were still being used for 

other, non-theatrical purposes. (The Music Room, home to the Suicide Scene, sometimes houses 
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performances as well as faculty meetings, parties, and presentations.) I would also argue that the 

performance was “conceived for, and conditioned by, the particulars” of College Hall. 

Hell House Spectacular was absolutely a site-specific performance, as was Maggie 

Rowe's Hollywood Hell House. As discussed in the previous chapter, Rowe's show was 

performed at Los Angeles's Center for Inquiry-West, a space devoted to promoting atheism and 

rationalism. The frame provided by the show's location was a fixed part of the performance 

itself. Hell House Spectacular’s location in a space which is typically home to academic rather 

than artistic purposes (with the exception of the Music Room) went a long way in re-

contextualizing the show. The positioning of the action in this space contributed to the effect of 

alienating the audience from the horror and emotionalism of the performance. With this, I don't 

intend to build a false dichotomy between academics and the arts, or intellectualism and 

emotionalism. I mean simply to say that the show, which largely feeds on creating anxiety in its 

spectators, was deliberately staged in spaces which were familiar to the collective. 

Hell House Spectacular was utterly “inseparable from its site.” The eerie chair upon 

which Satan perched can literally be found nowhere else in the world. What's more, student 

spectators looking upon the chair probably had numerous personal associations with it, having 

lived and breathed moments of their lives in and around it. Hell House Spectacular was not just a 

performance of Hell House: it was a performance of Hell House Plus New College, and all of the 

school's iconic quirks. The performance was utterly inseparable from the place, without which it 

would have simply been “Hell House Plus Alienation Effect.” 
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College Hall, in and of itself as a physical location, sends certain signals to the collective 

about the kind of performance they can expect. For example, the show will probably be intimate 

and academically relevant. McAuley emphasizes the importance of the performance's location: 

The location of the theatre building necessarily makes some statement about the way 

theatre is perceived by society more generally and by its practitioners (whether or not 

they have any real choice about where they practice): is it part of high culture in 

association with art galleries and concert halls in a modern art complex, is it a 

commercial product to be marketed like any other in association with other commercial 

activities, or an outpost of culture in the deadly environment of freeways and concrete 

apartment blocks inhabited by the working class in many cities, is it part of leisure culture 

or tourist culture or (a theatre on a university campus) the world of education? (46) 

[Emphasis mine.] 

Hell House Spectacular's placement in “the world of education” helped to provide an 

innate alienation that allowed the collective to “re-engage creatively with the environment,” in 

Bradby's words. It is important to note here that evangelicals have long been associated with 

promoting education by funding early universities (Smith 3). The alienating effect of a Hell 

House in an academic space is not innate, but rather a result of popular notions that evangelicals 

are opposed to science or intellectual development. The people putting on traditional Hell 

Houses would probably not agree with this, and thus placement alone is not enough to alienate 

the audience. The very first Hell House, ScareMare, took place on the campus of Liberty 
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University—not a secular university, but nevertheless an academic space. YouthALIVE!'s 

Miami Hell House was on a public high school campus, also “the world of education.”  

Hell House as Mobile Site Specific Performance 

In addition to being site-specific, Hell House Spectacular actually utilized multiple sites. 

Speaking of the Situationist drift, Levery and Bradby state that “it permits us to experience place 

as something ephemeral and poetic, that is to say, as something lived” (45). They go on to 

rephrase the drift as “mobile site-specific performance” (41), a moniker that is appropriate for 

Hell House Spectacular. A drift, as described by Levery and Bradby, is a performance of 

movement though a city with the aim of re-acquainting and re-awakening the collective with 

their space. 

This was one aim, but not the sole aim, of Hell House Spectacular. Thus I don't wish to 

overstretch the comparison. However, Levery makes a fascinating point in one of his letters to 

Bradby. Speaking of the sense of renewed awe and wonder he feels during a drift, he remarks: “I 

rarely feel alienated by this sense of spatial defamiliarization; on the contrary, this estranging 

operation is what allows me to re-engage creatively with my environment. Paradoxically, then, 

my separation from place produces my attachment to place” (46). This is what I hoped would 

happen as a result of encouraging the alienation effect in a location that is extremely familiar to 

the collective; that the sense of estrangement, or “defamiliarization,” would ultimately bring the 

collective closer to its campus. 
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Pastor Keenan may, however unwittingly, have similar aims. Bradby states that the drift 

can function “to locate the community normally silenced by the banal consensus produced by the 

society of the spectacle” (41). The society of the spectacle, from the perspective of someone 

producing a traditional Hell House, would probably be equated with secular society, obsessed 

with (and thus most accessible through appropriating) flashy but meaningless media and 

decadence. A traditional Hell House could shake up the collective, and force them to reconsider 

their position within the community. 

The mobile aspect of Hell House Spectacular largely contributed to the high energy of the 

spectators. In “Space in Performance,” McAuley argues that 

It can be suggested that the lack of mobility of modern audiences, the lack of 

communication between members of the social subgroups constituting the audience, now 

removed from their boxes and placed in long rows facing the stage, the low information 

rate of the audience space generally, and the ease with which the spectacle can be seen 

and heard all contribute to the lower energy levels in the auditorium, to create a kind of 

inertia where there was once dynamism. (60) 

I am especially interested in McAuley's mention of “communication between members of 

the social subgroups constituting the audience.” In Calvary Baptist Church's Judgement House, 

spectators were explicitly told not to communicate. In between scenes, we walked in a silent, 

single file line, unable to easily gauge one another's responses. Similarly, in the Miami Hell 

House I visited, spectators sat in the traditional “long rows facing the stage” which do not 

facilitate communication. During this performance there were moments, however, of great 
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audience energy and responsiveness—in the moment when Jane goes to heaven, for example. I 

would partially attribute this to the audience's pre-show “amping up” (“Are there any Cubans in 

the house?!” “Make some noise!”). Spectators at Hell House Spectacular were able to 

continuously converse partially as a result of being able to move.  

Use of Spaces in Hell House Spectacular 

By referring to the performance's space as “academic,” I do not intend to oversimplify the 

usage of the various spaces in and around College Hall. With the exception of the Music Room 

which occasionally hosts classes, none of the spaces utilized are classrooms. I refer to the space 

as academic in the sense that the building and its landscape as a whole are primarily devoted to 

the interests of the college. Students typically only pass through the living room, for example, on 

their way to classrooms upstairs. The bay front, while associated with academics by proximity, is 

mostly a place for recreation. It also hosts the College's annual graduation ceremony—this 

particular use of the space speaks to the extent to which New College students value the space. 

The different spaces that my performance utilized served different functions in the community 

and carried with them their own sets of history and lore. Several spectators remarked that the 

Hell Scene was particularly creepy because of a rumor that a New College student committed 

suicide in the chair used as Satan's throne. The locations cannot be divorced from their everyday 

uses in the community, and they bring with them their history. 

As I mentioned earlier, the placement of the Funeral Scene in College Hall's living room 

was the most naturalistic. The elegance and dignity of the living room easily lends itself to a 

funeral atmosphere. Complementing the atmosphere was the music of a live cellist playing 
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Bach’s Second Suite. Contrasted with the set's built in elegance was the obvious flimsiness of the 

set pieces which I introduced. The red roses waiting on spectator's chairs were plastic. The coffin 

at the focal point of the room simply lay on the floor, constructed of black cardboard and lined 

with bubble wrap. I propped up the lid of the coffin, which was also lined, to give a better view 

of the interior. Dangling from the staircase was a white placard with black blocked lettering, 

reading simply “FUNERAL.” I set up the screen onto which projections were seen stage right. 

The set pieces which I introduced, particularly the projector and placard, plus the obvious falsity 

of the coffin added a definite feeling of strangeness. 

By immediately inviting audience members to venture on stage and actually lie in the 

primary set piece, I was able to signal to the audience that the typical boundary between 

audience and spectacle would not be maintained. Space as occupied by actors and audience 

members would be fluid. Judging by the number of audience members who took the opportunity 

to lie in the coffin, I can assume that some level of comfort was achieved. Furthermore, in the 

suicide scene which immediately succeeded the funeral, one spectator actually positioned 

himself on the sole set piece—a mattress on the floor, mirroring the coffin from the earlier 

scene—without any direct prompting. 

With this it became obvious that the audience, as represented by this particular spectator, 

did not feel the sense of rigidly defined space sought in naturalist theatre, and it is in this way 

that Hell House Spectacular became “interactive.” Interaction happened not only between actors 

and audience on a personal level—that is, in the sense that the actors urged the audience to 

evaluate their lives—but also between the audience and the set. Interaction occurred between two 
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worlds which are supposed to remain separate—the world of the performers and the world of 

those who watch the performers.  

I attempted to use College Hall's existing architecture to the utmost. In the living room, 

for example, an interesting lighting effect occurs when the lights are turned off but the lights 

upstairs are left on—a pool of light is created adjacent to the staircase. This pool of light 

provided a natural “stage” area on which spectators could focus their attention. (I would soon 

turn the downstairs lights back on, however, thereby eliminating this effect.) The Demon Tour 

Guide's descent down the staircase to greet the audience was certainly majestic and very 

theatrical—the audience responded to his appearance with wild applause. The audience's 

eagerness to applaud a character's entrance was intriguing. On one level, it was comparable to 

the audience custom of applauding the entrance of a celebrity on stage. This spontaneous 

applause, however, temporarily broke the theatrical frame. I interpret this as the audience's 

willingness to engage in frame-breaking.  

By staging the show in College Hall, a secular, academic space familiar to New College 

students and staff, I wanted to encourage the collective to re-think a space they often frequent 

and appreciate the artistic opportunities that the campus provides: “performance can also 

transform spectators' experience of place, even places with which they are very familiar” 

(McAuley 611). The Sacrifice Scene, for example, utilized the focal point of the bay front, a tiled 

area directly in front of the small dock that juts into the water. Very little was needed to 

transform this space into something decidedly sinister--four black tiki torches framed the action. 

At the center of the space was a black chair draped with chains, ready to secure a sacrifice. This 
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particular area of the bay front is often occupied by New College students as well as other 

members of the community to relax and watch sunsets. Social subgroups—couples, roommates, 

for example—often converge in this space.  

In a sense, the placement of the Human Sacrifice Scene on the bay front reinforced this, 

as the performance was a highly social event. One of the most striking moments of the scene 

occurred when spectators, following the cue of two actors, began repeating the High Priestess's 

incantation. As evidenced by the crowd's impromptu chanting, it is clear that this scene in 

particular was especially social. Yet in another sense, the scene added another layer to the 

meaning that the bay front holds for the collective. However briefly it was transformed into an 

artistic space, the collective's association of the space with the experience will likely linger. 

I also aimed to help the collective learn new things about the campus. In the Suicide 

Scene which took place in the Music Room, for instance, the audience was surprised when a 

demon emerged from a doorway built into the wood paneling to look like simply a wall. College 

Hall's architecture holds secrets and surprises. Thus, the performance invigorated the collective 

into a new awe and appreciation for the terrain which it passes through every day.  

The Abortion Scene also took advantage of found architecture, encouraging an 

appreciation for College Hall's landscape. The scene took place about halfway between College 

Hall and the bay front, under a tall lamp which provides a circle of unflattering yellowish light. 

Next to the lamp pole is a large electrical box framed by wooden posts. All in all, the effect of 

these two objects is ugly, industrial, and ignorable when enjoying the beauty of the bay. I nailed 

the “ABORTION” placard onto one of these preexisting wooden posts and positioned a table in 
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the center of the light pool. Essentially, I wanted to appropriate the ugliness of this little area into 

something that would complement the grotesque Abortion Scene. The overall effect was that of a 

nightmare surgery taking place in the most filthy, unsterilized, and yet completely mundane 

environment possible.  

The scene following the Human Sacrifice was Hell. I asked the Demon Tour Guide not to 

lead the audience directly to the Hell Scene set, but rather to take them on a winding journey 

back towards College Hall and through the small forest of palm trees. I hoped that this path 

would accomplish several things. First, on a utilitarian level, it would give the actors time to 

prepare. Secondly, it would allow anticipation for the Hell Scene (”the main event!,” in the 

words of the Tour Guide) to build. The audience would have the opportunity to discuss what 

they had just witnessed in the preceding scenes and contemplate what to expect in Hell. The 

Demon Tour Guide stayed in character throughout this journey, rambling about the glory to 

come. Also, the winding path was reminiscent of the idea of having to descend into hell through 

layers, a la Dante's Inferno. 

The audience was led away from the bay, back through the Abortion Scene, towards an 

open clearing, and then turned back around to again face the bay front. The audience now faced a 

dark cluster of palm trees. Three actors—the gay male, the abortion girl, and the suicidal teen—

staggered in between the trees, screaming and wailing about their misfortunes and sins. The 

Demon Tour Guide led the audience through the cramped spaces between the trees, creating a 

sense of confusion and claustrophobia. Also, the only light came from an electric lantern carried 

by the demon. Darkness contributed to the sense of disorientation. 
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At the front of the palm tree cluster, facing the bay is one of New College's strangest and 

most mysterious pieces of architecture: a partially decayed, Tim Burton-esque chair. Satan sat in 

the chair, “pompously stoic” as Pastor Keenan suggests, flanked by two unmoving demons, 

holding lanterns to illuminate Satan's face. The Demon Tour Guide (with my help) led the 

audience to form a semi-circle facing Satan's throne. Later, spectators had to pass back though 

the Abortion Scene and ascend a small flight of stairs to enter the brightly-lit heaven scene, 

creating a clear separation between “here” and “there”. 

Ultimately, College Hall and the adjoining bay front were not simply neutral vessels to be 

filled with meaning—they compose a complex terrain that carries multiple uses, many years of 

memories, and endless implications. The lofty marble of the building's exterior, the solemn wood 

paneling of the music room, and the crystal chandeliers of the living room lend a formality that is 

beautifully contrasted by the grunge of the circuit box and the mystery of the decaying chair. By 

using both of these types of spaces—the ugly and the beautiful—I hoped to open eyes to the 

artistic possibilities that New College truly affords. I would even go so far as to state that, by 

encouraging us to open our minds and hearts to these spaces, the campus's lack of a “real” theatre 

is actually a blessing. 

 

III. Audience 

What does Hell House need to “work”? 
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In Theatre Audiences, Susan Bennett argues that “a performance can activate a diversity 

of responses, but it is the audience which finally ascribes meaning and usefulness to any cultural 

product” (156). Indeed, whether or not Hell Houses hold meaning or utility is largely dependent 

on audience. The main intended function is to convert audience members. At the same time, I do 

not want to overstate the importance of the audience; they are not the entire purpose of a 

production.  

I have argued earlier that Hell Houses can “work” not only by converting outsiders, but 

by re-affirming the faith of insiders; whether they are evangelicals involved in the production or 

those who come to see the show. In this sense, Hell Houses are performed for the actors; for the 

purpose of re solidifying their religious commitments. Christian Smith even argues that this 

tendency of evangelical outreach to reaffirm the faith of those who already adhere to it is partly 

responsible for the strength and persistence of evangelicals as a demographic (89). Even if a 

traditional Hell House met an insubstantial audience, or a hostile audience, or no audience at all, 

it could still fulfill this extremely important function.  

Surveillance by the Collective 

This theory is absolutely applicable to Hell House—that is, up until the conclusion of the 

show. In a traditional Hell House, the audience isn't just important to the final scene—the 

audience is the final scene. In Pastor Keenan's script, either the character of Jesus or the 

prerecorded “voice of god” leads the audience in the Lord's Prayer. At this point it is the 

audience's turn to be looked upon and evaluated. An individual's acceptance or rejection of 

Christ at this time is quite public. The actors are looking at you, and so are your fellow audience 
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members. Although spectators are supposed to be taking this time to assess their own spirituality, 

it is rather easy to study the responses of one's neighbors. In the Clearwater Judgement House, a 

leader asked that everyone who had just said the salvation prayer for the first time stand and 

enter the next room. Next, he requested the same of all who would like to reconfirm their faith. 

We remaining stragglers eyed one another awkwardly. Indeed, the moment when audience 

members openly bow their heads, speak the prayer, or stand up is the highlight of the show. 

Conformity pressures exist in any performance. Laughter encourages more laughter. It is 

uncomfortable to be the only one remaining sitting during a standing ovation. But conformity in 

Hell House audiences is crucial, even more so than in mainstream theatre. In Hell House, unlike 

“Cats” or “Death of a Salesman,” the stakes are cosmic. It's not merely a matter of being 

pressured into agreeing that a particular actor did a wonderful job, or a particular joke was 

hilarious—it's a matter of being pressured into being saved for all eternity.  

The Abortion Scene was a particular point in which audience-as-spectacle was especially 

apparent. This scene evoked by far the most visceral reactions from the collective. (Even actors 

had a difficult time, in rehearsals, moving past expressing their own disgust). Spectators formed 

a semi-circle around the action, making it easy to note the responses of others while watching the 

performance. I positioned myself adjacent to the action, in order to watch the audience as they 

watched. Spectators' approval or disapproval of the gore on stage was on display. But the scene 

was not contrived to glean a single, uniform response--there were plenty of expressions of 

pleasure and amusement as well as disgust. 

Individual Experience  
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Is salvation an individual or communal experience? Evangelicals have long emphasized 

the importance of an individual's personal relationship with Jesus. Thus, it would follow that 

Keenan Roberts and other evangelicals might hope that the experience of conversion is 

ultimately an individual one, made free of excessive outward pressure or coercion. However, the 

Hell House spectator is subjected to constant surveillance by other spectators and actors—

particularly the Demon Tour Guide and later, Jesus.  

Regardless of the type of Hell House, the spectator's experience is simultaneously 

individual and communal. When audience members are (literally) kept in the dark and 

discouraged from conversing, the individual aspect of the experience is emphasized. However, 

the final scene in which audience members are asked to say the salvation prayer is a community-

centered experience. Roberts acknowledges the importance of community pressure in soliciting 

conversions in the Heaven Scene. In his script, he mentions the possibility of planting someone 

in the audience to come forward, kneel, and recite the salvation prayer as if for the first time in 

order to prompt other spectators to do the same (277). Also, Heaven Scenes tend to be brightly 

lit, abruptly removing audience members from the comfortable anonymity of the darkness. 

During this scene, spectators know that they are being watched not only by the actors playing 

Jesus and his angels, but by other spectators. Spectators are being asked for a very specific 

response, and failure to conform to that response can be rather anxiety-provoking.  

I compare this to the Heaven Scene of Hell House Spectacular, where I did not ask the 

audience for a specific emotional response. The “voice of god” audio track played, which did 

indeed ask audience members to say the salvation prayer, but the voice was disembodied (and 
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ultimately, due to the chatter of the audience, unintelligible). In this scene, excitedly chattering 

with one another and eating donuts, the audience was free from the self-consciousness that 

comes from being watched, and free from having to scrutinize their own morality and behavior. 

The atmosphere in the Heaven Scene was not one of anxiety—rather, one of a giddy social 

event. Free from self-consciousness and self-scrutiny—that is, worry over being watched for a 

specific response and free from worry over having to scrutinize their own selves--the audience 

was freed from anxiety. With this lack of anxiety came the ability to socialize and critically 

discuss the spectacle.  

As evidenced by comment cards, several spectators nevertheless felt isolated from the 

collective. Some disapproved of the often lighthearted atmosphere generated by the audience, 

and lamented that fellow spectators didn't “take it more seriously.” One spectator approached me 

directly after the show to ask if the experience was “supposed to be so lighthearted.” This was a 

tricky question to answer. It would be disingenuous to say that the show wasn't “supposed” to be 

anything. Although I am not asking for conversions, I nevertheless had some desires and 

expectations of how the audience would react; namely, I wanted to generate critical responses 

from the audience while providing entertainment. But the spectators were the missing link of the 

performance. When they arrived, they brought with them a (perhaps alcohol-fueled) lighthearted 

atmosphere. 

In the Heaven Scene, Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of the Christ” was projected onto a 

wall, but silently. The voice of god soundtrack was playing, but indistinguishable over the 

audience's excited chatter. This was an excellent result—it was the voice of the audience, not 
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God, which was the focal point of “heaven.” Audience members had the opportunity to discuss 

what they had just witnessed with their community before (or if) they made any decisions about 

their spiritual lives. Also, many audience members took the opportunity to fill out comment 

cards. These cards were not helpful only to me, but to individuals; they served to encourage 

reflection and articulation of one's thoughts. 

The presence of food in the Heaven Scene was significant. Bennett notes that “the 

incorporation of eating and drinking facilitates audience activity and community, often an 

objective of these [experimental] productions. While this may detract from concentration, it also, 

groups would argue, works against a soporific passivity in response as well as against notions of 

theatre as high art” (121). Indeed, it is possible that some people were distracted from reflection 

by the possibility of free donuts. But the collective donut feast also helped foster “activity and 

community” amongst the collective. 

In Hell House Spectacular, I hoped to put the spotlight on the audience in the final 

moments, without asking for any specific response. I wanted to highlight the audience as a 

community, rather than a collection of individuals. The opportunity for individual reflection was 

provided via comment cards, but relatively few took advantage of it. On the other hand, Pastor 

Keenan needs to apply pressure to audience members as individuals. He is in good company: 

Bennett reminds us that “both Artaud and Brook put the emphasis on contact with the individual 

spectator and desire to break through the comfortable, reassuring, complacency of the audience 

as group” (60). 
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Ideal Audience 

For a traditional Hell House, what would the ideal audience look like? Precisely who 

does Pastor Keenan intend to see his show? There are several facets to an ideal Hell House 

audience, including ideal demographic and ideal lens. 

Several studies indicate that most theatre is geared towards a rather homogeneous 

audience: “white, male, middle class, and heterosexual” (Bennett 89). It could easily be said that 

traditional Hell Houses are similarly dependent on such an audience. The show's ultra 

conservative rhetoric was written by a man who fits that description completely. A poor, gay 

woman of color is quite unlikely to be sympathetic to Pastor Keenan's message. Of course, it is 

she who Pastor Keenan wants to reach most—but Hell Houses are rather firmly stationed in their 

communities. They do not go on tour to reach more diverse communities. 

Yet to say that a show is geared towards, for example, a male audience does not strictly 

imply an audience comprised mainly of men. It also implies the possibility that the show is 

crafted by and catered to a male world view, or lens. In her essay “Afterthoughts on Visual 

Pleasures and Narrative Cinema,” Laura Mulvey responds to a certain criticism of the essay that 

preceded it: Has Mulvey forgotten the women in the audience (29)? If spectators must adopt a 

controlling male gaze in order to enjoy the film, then how can a female spectator adopt a male 

gaze? Mulvey explains the virtual irrelevance of the spectator's gender—anyone can be 

masculinized: 
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I was interested in the relationship between the image of women on the screen and the 

'masculinisation' of the spectator position, regardless of the actual sex (or possible 

deviance) of any real live movie-goer. In built patterns of pleasure and identification 

impose masculinity as 'point of view'; a point of view which is also manifest in the 

general use of the masculine third person. (29) 

Regardless of the actual demographic constituency of the audience, Hell Houses attempt 

to impose masculinity, straightness, and other characteristics as a point of view. In order to 

derive pleasure from watching Hell House, the spectator is asked to take on these specific lenses. 

By shunning these lenses, spectators reject the pleasure of being able to identify with Jesus and 

his angels. In lieu of pleasure, they might feel embarrassment, indignation, or incredulity. 

Bennett points out that “audiences attending non-traditional theatre take more of a risk” (90). 

Certainly, a liberal audience at Hell House is risking any number of these negative emotions. Yet 

clearly many at the show derived pleasure out of the experience. How did New College students 

derive pleasure from watching Hell House? It is not just because the performance was also a 

social gathering; it is also because they were able to identify with the depraved subgroup that the 

show was condemning. The audience derived enjoyment out of identifying with the devils and 

sinners—particularly in the Hell Scene. Satan's closing monologue about the joys of drinking 

and partying became almost a rallying cry for the titillated audience.  

I don't intend to homogenize the audience's reactions. As evidenced by comment cards, 

there were at least a few spectators that felt the displeasure Mulvey describes which results from 

spectators shunning the proscribed spectacle-viewing lens. Furthermore, some of these audience 
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members seemed angry that other spectators were enjoying themselves—as if to say, how could 

you be laughing at this hate speech? Many certainly had their own idea of what constituted an 

appropriate reaction to the performance. It could be said that they desired a different collective 

response to the spectacle—or that they rejected the response of the collective. It was not 

satisfying to be individually appalled. 

An audience is not only defined by demographic and lens, but also by its attitude towards 

participating in the action. Pastor Keenan relies on an audience which is prepared and willing to 

become emotionally involved in the performance. His ideal audience is willing to become 

emotionally immersed and feel a sense of immediacy and closeness to the spectacle. Brecht, on 

the other hand, desires the precise opposite. His ideal audience is not looking to be carried away 

by emotion. That's not to say that other experimental theorists have demanded the same attitude 

of their audiences. Bennett writes that  

Not unlike the Hollywood/Broadway practitioners, Meyerhold and Piscator relied on the 

complete emotional involvement of the audience, albeit with the intention of political 

action rather than the economic motivations of the former. The virtual mass hysteria 

sought by Meyerhold and Piscator (somewhat the opposite extreme to the passivity 

sought by naturalist theatre) was, however, rejected by Brecht. His theatre looked to an 

audience which was participatory, but thoughtful; to reiterate Barthes, it was 'for 

criticism, not for adherence.' (27) 

I did not want my audience members to convert to evangelicalism. At the same time, I 

didn't want them to not convert to evangelicalism. I did not intend to endorse any specific 
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ideology at all. My intention, rather, was to encourage audience members to criticize Pastor 

Keenan's ideology, his usage of theatre as evangelical medium, and perhaps even theater's 

general potential as an agent for social change. 

The Hell House Spectacular audience was extremely willing to actively participate in the 

spectacle. Dozens of spectators volunteered to lay in the coffin on stage at the beginning of the 

performance. Several drank “blood” from a goblet and offered themselves as potential human 

sacrifices. Also, walking towards the Heaven Scene we were forced to walk back through the set 

of the Abortion Scene. On the closing night, several of the whimsical abortion instruments—a 

plastic clown, a green giraffe--were snatched up by audience members (with my permission). I 

saw this as evidence that the spectators had become extremely comfortable with the set—that 

they felt close enough to it to not only go in and through it, but to literally take it home with 

them. 
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Conclusion 

Most of what I have described thus far is theoretical, which represents a necessary step 

towards understanding the influence of Hell Houses in our culture. Unfortunately, no reliable 

empirical data exploring the effects of Hell Houses on their collective yet exists. Theorists such 

as Baz Kershaw in The Politics of Performance and Susan Bennett in Theatre Audiences 

rightfully lament the lack of actual data on the potential for theatre to enact social change. Bertolt 

Brecht seemed rather certain that his theories “worked,” but how could the issue be proved? 

Even if surveys are administered to audience members after a performance asking questions 

along the lines of “Did this performance alter your opinion on issues X, Y, or Z?” and “Do you 

plan on doing anything about it?,” such data would provide no information about the long term 

answers to these questions. 

Pastor Keenan offers impressive statistics regarding his show's effectiveness. He claims 

that 33 percent of visitors will be converted or rededicated as a result of the show (Hell House 

Outreach Kit, “New Destiny Christian Center”), and Judgement House organizers boast similar 

numbers. These statistics must be taken with a grain of salt, for a variety of reasons. First and 

foremost, the people producing them are not just evangelicals, and they are not just activists—

they are also businesspeople. Just like anyone hawking a product, they have an interest in giving 

the impression that their products work in order to increase sales.  

Secondly, even if we were to assume that these individuals were being utterly 

straightforward in their reporting, we have the problem of social desirability influencing those 

who are actually filling out the commitment cards. Visitors know that the correct answer to the 
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question of “Do you accept Jesus as your personal Savior?” is an emphatic “Yes!” At the Hell 

House I visited in Miami, the cards not only asked this question, but also asked for the names 

and addresses of responders. Visitors did not even have the comfort of anonymity to encourage a 

truthful response.  

Even if we make the assumption that the statistical reports are completely honest (and so 

are the people filling out the cards), we run into yet another problem. If previously atheistic 

spectators visit Hell House, then decide to convert and indicate so on their commitment cards, 

how does Pastor Keenan know that the conversions last? Once spectators leave the performance 

space, step back into the brightness of daylight and return to an onslaught of secular influences, 

will their memories of the performance fade? 

The reports of Hell House organizers which paint their productions as wildly successful 

should not be unquestioningly assumed accurate. Yet a Hell House's success is not only 

measured by how many non-evangelicals it converts, but also by how it recommits and refocuses 

already-evangelicals who are involved with the production. This is an extremely important 

function of Hell Houses that should not be overlooked. Christian Smith argues that this ability of 

evangelical outreach strategies to recommit its members, despite alienating outsiders, is largely 

responsible for the persistence of evangelicals' vitality and influence in the United States (89).  

In the future, it would be remarkable if a reliable outside party gathered data on the 

effects of a Hell House on its collective. Perhaps all the fuss is about nothing. Perhaps Hell 

Houses have no lasting, meaningful affect on those who act in them or see them at all. Perhaps 

they do not, as Christian Smith's model argues, make evangelicals look bad in the public eye. In 
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2006, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute published a report decrying Hell 

Houses as contributing to hate crimes against gay youth. However, their basis for saying so was 

completely theoretical. They did not conduct interviews with gay or questioning youths who had 

seen or acted in Hell Houses or collect any data whatsoever. While the report’s reasoning is 

compelling, Ann Pellegrini points out the strong possibility that the Task Force underestimates 

the resiliency of gay youth (920). 

Special interest groups aren't the only ones who have taken aim at Hell Houses. In a 2004 

documentary entitled “The Root of All Evil?” evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins claimed 

that Hell Houses were traumatic enough to constitute child abuse. These are serious accusations 

which deserve to be explored through substantial research. The issues speak not only to Hell 

Houses specifically, but also the wider question of theater's ability to generate social change. If 

theatre is an effective medium for this specific agenda, then it should also be effective for others, 

including the precise opposite. Detractors such as Maggie Rowe could have written and 

produced an Anti-Hell House, perhaps depicting a young gay man being bullied and tormented 

by his peers. In its report, The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is implicitly acknowledging 

theatre’s influential ability. Why not fight fire with fire and craft a show of their own? 

It would be fascinating for a troupe to mount a show which counters, but does not 

satirize, Hell House’s messages. With more time and unlimited resources, this is precisely what I 

would do. There are also steps to be taken towards understanding Hell Houses on an academic 

level. Non-church affiliated researchers could administer surveys and conduct interviews with 

Hell House actors before, during, and after the production period to determine how religiosity 
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has been affected. Such evidence could lend further support to Christian Smith’s premises. 

Surveys and interviews should also be administered to audience members to determine Hell 

House's effects. Follow up questioning would measure the long term influence of the 

performance. At the Clearwater Judgement House, several people said the salvation prayer for 

the very first time. Many cried during the Heaven Scene, clearly feeling renewed by the 

experience. But what about weeks, months later? 

The most rewarding moments of this project occurred when talking to spectators after the 

performances and reading about their experiences on comment cards. If the chatter of the Heaven 

Scene is any indication, the performance succeeded in generating plentiful dialogue. I do not 

intend to claim that the performance was, for each and every spectator, an intellectual or even 

positive experience. The comment cards revealed that what seemed like uniform audience 

laughter falsely indicated homogeneity of response. These moments of laughter and jeering 

belied the responses of spectators who disagreed with their cohorts, and the most interesting 

comments came from these dissenters. Here are a few comments from the second night of the 

performance (all emphases mine):  

I wonder why [New College] students laughed. It wasn’t funny. 

Performing the play this way was wonderful and exposed it for each member of the 

audience to interpret as they chose. But I was surprised by the educated audience’s 

haughty reaction to a play which was supposed to be very serious, and which, for all he 

possible critiques that could be made of its theology, was made for a real purpose by 

people with deep moral feelings. We might disagree with the portrayal of abortion in the 
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play, but even we the educated audience probably care about the possibility of suicide. I 

thought the audience was disrespectful of a work which was originally an attempt of an 

authentic community to give theatrical representation to its beliefs. 

My first instinct wasn’t really to laugh--I could tell that it was ridiculous, but there was 

something about it that felt extremely grave and serious to me. I found it interesting that 

not only did the audience get to interact with the players, but also with each other. 

Almost like they were holding each other accountable, or something. 

The final sentence of the last comment captures the intentions behind the theatrical 

choices that I made, and receiving it as feedback was enormously gratifying. I wanted audience 

members to hold one another (and themselves) accountable, not only for what literally unfolded 

in the play in front of them, but also for the implications and effects of the play—which, if the 

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is correct, could be as devastating as hate crime. Effective 

political theater makes its audiences feel empowered and responsible for one another's salvation-

-whether such salvation comes from Hell House’s ideology or the active denunciation of it. 
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